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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Sportsmanship Award
Presents Challenge

Extra Curricular Activities Become Greater Part
Of Student's Life Yet Threaten Sacred G.P.R.
Why do you go to Clemson? To get
an education! If that is your answer,
watch for lightning! Education is a
broad, general term but its basis in our
opinion is knowledge of your major
course with extra-curriculas as a secondary part.
Extra-curricular activities are becoming more and more the predominant
part of a Clemson student's life. More
and more emphasis is being placed on
time consuming responsibilities that are
definitely not beneficial to studies. We
must evaluate the worth of these activities that lower (but definitely) the sacred G P R.
We are not saying that extra-curricular activities are not worth while.
However, we do challenge the belief
that these are more or even as important
as the studies that suffer (sometimes
greatly) from these activities.
None can do justice to several organizations or even one great responsibility
and to his school work also. No one,
but no one, can state this more emphatically than we of the TIGER staff.
Everyone that accepts many or even one
responsibility must realize that he will
not do as well scholastically as he would
if he had only his school work to concentrate on with no distracting outside
influences.
Realizing this we must answer this
question, "Will this responsibility, club
member, or office benefit me enough to
compensate for the scholastic loss that
will result from accepting this responsibility, club membership, or office?"
This question must be answered truthfully. It must be answered by the student and only by him. The student
alone can determine what is best for
himself.
The benefits from certain organizations and responsibilities are vast, others
are limited; and unless they become

When a club meets and nothing of
value is gained by the member, he loses
by attending. He could have spent his
time better by remaining in his room
studying.
Social benefits are very hard to determine. Association with other students is extremely beneficial. It is
definitely a part of a student's education. Unless we gain the poise and ability to mix with others, all the knowledge we gain from books will be greatly diminished. But do we actually associate with other members or do we
stick to our friends? Too often this
benefit of association is of no value to
the members because we know few of
our fellow members.
Some clubs offer scholastic benefits
from programs along the line of the
members' major course of study. This
is fine and noble, but all of us know that
at times these programs are not presented in a manner that will help us
students. All too often these informative programs go great for the first few
meetings and then the programs become
a roll call, please pay your dues, and be
sure and come to the next meeting. The
time spent here is a total loss and nothing of value to our education is gained.
All of the blame does not lie with
the organizations. Rather most of it lies
with us, the students who form and
make up the organization. We join too
many clubs and accept too much responsibility to support our membership as
we should. We attend meetings every
night and hurry from one to another on
the same night.
Finally we return to our rooms late
that night, exhausted, and with a quiz to
prepare for on a subject we haven't lookat since the last quiz. This is due mainly to the fact we have been to meetings
every night since the last quiz.

Too Many Leave Too Much For So Few
Too often we find the same people in
several different organizations holding
offices and doing entirely too much,
primarily because other members who
do have the time won't accept the responsibilities of the club. If we join a
club, support it; and if you can't, don't
join just for the prestige you gain by
being a member.

responsibility in too many clubs, offices,
etc. Some students are joining too many
clubs for the sake of being a member
and are deterrent to the clubs and themselves by being members. They are not
active and do not accept any of the work
of the club even when they are able.
Consequently a few do the work for
all the members. Strangely enough, the
same few end up with all the work in
another club (or two) also.

All the work seems to fall on those
who actually have the least time to accomplish the aims. A statement that is
Many times this is their own fault
heard in many similar situations states.
this, "Give it to the busiest person if when they accept these responsibilities
knowing they cannot do justice to the
you want it done."
duties to which they have already comIf we are able to do some work in
mitted themselves. Little thought is
an organization, let's accept the responever given to studies.
sibility. We accepted the prestige and
Then let us join only these clubs, orhonor by joining. Weigh the benefits
against the cost, and if the value gained ganizations, fraternities, etc., we can acis positive, then we should do our part tively support, accept no more responto make our club stronger and more sibility than we can carry, and at all
beneficial to ourselves and to other times keep our primary purpose for being at college in mind—to gain an edumembers.
This whole subject boils down to cation of which knowledge is the essenthis—too few are accepting too much tial part.
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Thanksgiving has conie and gone, and as we think .
back over those days so recently gone by, those days
when our stomachs were full of good food and our
minds were relaxed with the thought that there were
no more classes to worry about for at
least a day or two, we become rather
pensive.
But take heart, Christmas holidays,
be they ever so few and so long in coming, are not but a few weeks away, and
stand ready to comfort those who survive the obstacle course of quizzes that
lie between now and that time of promise! Only the
hearty will survive, but they shall enjoy the spoils
that belong only to the victor.
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With the passing of the Thanksgiving holidays, so
went the football season for another year. Some were
happy to see it end, but most of us who are mere
spectators were sad to see this time of revelry (yes,
even with a few defeats to mar the season, it was
successful) pass away. None can deny that the few
short weeks from September to the end of November
are the liveliest in our entire year.
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One Man's Opinion

Examination Time Draws Near;
Accusations And Gripes Abound
Time grows short and the
day of disaster or delight begins to creep upon us. During
this period of the school year
gripes and accusations are
made against the students and
the students in
turn blame the
professors
and
they both stand
in protest saying that neither
of them are at
fault.
Putting aside
the usual pointless, futile arguments, we can
better accomplish a desirable
end if we spend the time we
worry, or accuse others, toward the passing of the course
in which we are not doing so
well.
Of course, this is an oft repeated, but oft forgotten statement, and it can be said none
to few times. Getting down to
the basic purpose
of the
column, let us examine exactly
what the student can do in a
course Where the possibilities
seem dim.
What does a student do
when his chemistry professor
grades on the basis of his major? What does the student do
when his history professor
emphasizes the unimportant
and neglects the important?

By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Editor
What does the student do
when the industrial engineering professor stands before the
class and reads from the book
and is dumbfounded when a
question is asked? What does a
student do when his professor
announces in a senior English
course that he will be allowed
three cuts and for each of the
following cuts his grade will be
dropped one letter grade?
What will the student do?
Probably nothing, because he
has little choice in the matter.
After all, the classroom is the
professor's own little realm
and he is able to be god, king
and lawmaker. In his little
kingdom he is granted the
power of being the all-knowing. He can commit no wrong
because his power is absolute
and comes from above.
Where is the guilt to be
placed? An interesting, often
asked, never answered question. It is also one that this
writer cannot answer.
It has been said that the
students during the first semester of this year have demonstrated a almost complete
disregard for their academic
work. This writer will not
question whether it is true or
untrue, but he will give what
he believes might be some of
the causes.

A student being a human
can only be carried so far before he becomes so disgusted
that he becomes indifferent.
You, the professor or the administration, or whomever is
at fault, can only drive the
student so far before he begans
to rebel to what to him has
become a farce. The "sacred
G.P.R." is something that
everyone says to ignore, but
then is given utmost importance by those deciding in
making their decisions.
The disgruntled student then
disregards the unjust and
along with it, the just suffers.
He is given concessions long
overdue, but they are given
with so many conditions they
become ineffective and finally
add to the students belief that
he is treated unfairly.
The professor is not questioned as to his reason for a
certain grade and for this reason the columnist is restricted
in what he is able to expound
upon.
Why does this exist at Clemson? Why is nothing done?
Why does the student assume
a I-don't-give-a-damn attitude? The answer might in
part be that our motto at
Clemson is MEDIOCRITY IS
OUR GOAL; WE DO NOT
CARE ABOUT THE MEANS.

Talk Of The Town

Professors Have Honor System
While Students Cheat Selves
The Honor System
the
professors have the honor,
while the students have the
system. How many times have
we heard this? How many
times have we absent mindedly chuckled over this saying,
"Is it true?"
To this extent it is true. It
is well known that most students are honest as evidenced
by the small amount of "extra-curricular" activity going
on in the classrooms, but what
about the three, four or more
who cheat in nearly all of our
classes? What can the professors and students do about the
situation? That is a hard question evidently,
for nothing
much is being done.
The purpose of this article
is to hit hard at the departments, faculty, and especially
the students. In pulling out all
the stops, let's call names.
This writer is on the Art and
Sciences side of Clemson and
knows some angles from that
end.
In the basic courses, the situation is sometimes atrocious.
There are chemistry formulas
on desks, in shoes, under posteriors, in cigarette packs between the cellophane
(just
glance down into the pocket),
on pencils, floors and on the
person like tattoos. In physics
the same is true. In fact this
writer, along with fifty others
saw a fellow student grab a
test off a desk and run out
while the professor's back was
turned. Half an hour later the
student returned (after working the test) and offered the
excuse that he overslept.
In the Botany and Zoology
classes, notebooks are peered
into and drawings copied. In
Education, the situation has
been most brazen, although
steps are now being taken to

By TOM FINCHER
counter it. There, textbooks
are actually opened during
tests and "skinnys" are a
dime a dozen. In the math department, formulas are everywhere from fingernails to clipboards. In all of these places
the answer is usually on a
neighbor's paper,
right or
wrong.
This writer has mentioned
areas closest to him, but does
it stop there? Just listen to
some engineers talk, plus the
fact that most of the chemistry, physics and math boys go
into some phase of engineering. The answer is no, it
doesn't stop with arts and
sciences.
Who do students cheat? It is
true that some professors unknowingly encourage it by
making tests and exams too
strenuous. By far, however,
the fault lies with the students. For the most part,
we're just too lazy to study
and cheating is the easy way
out. Besides, "why should I
rack my brain and some guy
will cheat and make better
grades, I'm going to cheat
too." That kind of a statement
is being heard quite often.
What is a cheater like, how
does he dress, how tall or short
is he? Is he a big man on campus, or like most of us, an
average Clemson student? The
question cannot be answered
by merely picking out one of
those characteristics for the
cheater fills all of them.
What, in the eyes of an honest student, does a cheater
look like? He looks like a cancer that's what. In other words
cheater, he hates your guts.
Outwardly he may not appear
to do so, but inwardly he does.
Why, because you've cheated
him out of his grade while
stealing yours. An A, B, or C

made by an honest student is
cheapened by the equivalent or
higher grade made dishonestly.
Some students are brazen
enough to actually brag about
their conquests via the "skinny". Have you noticed, however, that a cheater can't look
an honest man straight in the
eye and say "I made an A on
my paper?" While the cheater
cheapens an A, who does he
really hurt? He hurts the majority of the students in the C
bracket, where a grade curve
can help or kill you. The old
saying that the cheat will be
caught sometime in later life
is hogwash. He may be caught,
but that doesn't help his fellow students at this, the present stage of life!
The reader at this point may
ask, justifiably, "Is this man
God or something equivalent,
has he never indulged?" It
would be naive for this writer
to say that throughout his
schooling every idea has been
his very own. I don't think any
living man can. That, however, is not the point here, is
it?
What can be done about the
situation? The students can
study harder. The faculty can
be more observant and more
modern in their testing
methods. The students can
themselves, start the ball rolling and get some honor back
into the "system". This writer
is willing to meet at any time
with members of the administration, faculty, student government and individual students on this subject.
College cheating is not like
the weather, in that everyone
talks about it but can do nothing about it. Something CAN
be done!

Just thinking back over this time brings to mind
the lyrics of the familiar "September Song" which
could well apply to the time of year we call football
season. These lyrics read, "And the days dwindle
down to a precious few. . . .these golden days. . . ."
How true indeed these words are at this time of year,
especially as the winter approaches with little or
nothing to keep the fires of revelry burning in the
hearts of 4,000 party-prone Clemson men with their
adrenal glands in an uproar over the season just
past!
All this tension and boredom builds up until it
finally explodes, not in the form of a headache as
one advertiser would like us to think, but in the form
of conduct that has caused our college to loose the
ACC Sportsmanship Trophy every year since it has
been offered. Our conduct at football games is to be
commended and it is, but that at basketball contests
is another matter entirely.
Some may ask, "What is the Sportmanship Trophy?" Very simply it is a trophy presented to the
college whose student body exhibits the best overall
conduct at ACC athletic events. As has been said
before, Clemson has been letting it go to schools such
as Duke on the basis of behavior at basketball games.

Student- Actions Hurt College
Let me give you some specific examples of the
type goings on that have caused this trophy loss in
the past; booing of officials for calls not in favor of
the Clemson teams, throwing paper at both officials
and rival players, too much noise during play, and
the throwing of hard articles (bottles) onto the playing floor so as to halt play.
The list could go on, but many of you can think
of other examples along this line. The few examples
that Ihave cited should serve as an example of what
we hope will cease to be in the season that gets underway in the next few weeks.
It is true that our basketball teams have not had
the best records among our many athletic teams, but
is this any reason for the student body to act like a lot
of animals during the contests? We think not, and
that better conduct on the part of those who are in
the stands will serve to drive our teams on to more
victories this year than ever before.
This is not to say that the traditional cheers that
we are all accustomed to hearing at all Clemson
athletic contests should become less vigorous; just the
opposite. If these cheers, conducted by the cheerleaders, could come more often, say as often as they
do during the football games, maybe some of the excess energy that is, or has been, being expressed in
the form of violent behavior could be channeled into
a more favorable and useful direction.
Even though the Field House cannot hold anywhere near the number of spectators that Death
Valley can, let's see the best turnout possible in support of our Tiger basketball team as they start the
season fresh and free from last year's record. Many
schools have their athletic reputation based on basketball; in the past ours has been based on football,
and rightly so; but why not let Clemson be nationally
known in both fields of athletic competition?
This has not turned into the sports section, but is
merely a plea for the support of all students who are
interested in making the name of Clemson even
greater to support the drive to win the ACC Sportmanship Trophy. Since there will not be a bowl
trophy in our possession this year, let's win another
one; one that we have not had before, but can certainly win this year if we try. Remember that this
is one award that is won as much by the spectators
as by athletes; so do your part and we'll see the Sportmanship Trophy come to Clemson not only this year,
but for many years to come.
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Book Review

Neumann's 'Black March' Depicts Ruthless
Nazi Reign Of Terror Through Participant
By S. GRAT GARWOOD
Tiger Feature Writer
Over the past fifteen
years
since the black curtain of death
and destruction was rung down
on World War II and the even
more dangerous curtain of steel
grey was beginning to rise, much
has been written about the bestial and vicious Nazi reign of terror.
The majority of these stories
have been based of accounts
which were found in the
Nazi
records. These stories, while true,
lack two essentials: (1) They
' were mostly based on second hand
material; (2) They were written by the victors in this
conflict, and not by the Nazi's
themselves; These two factors
combine to produce truthful accounts, but they can always be
discredited by others because of
the fact that they were based on
inaccurate second hand information or the emotions of the
author.
Now for the first time
we
have a book which does not
fall into the above mentioned
{categories for it was written
by one of Hitler's own. Peter
Neumann began as a member
of the Wittenberge Hitler Youth
troop and worked his way up
into the dreaded Schutzstaffel. This group, known as the
"SS", were Hitler's personal
elite guard, formed in the early
days of the Nazi Party.
After extensive training in the
German propaganda schools, Neumann went on to the exclusive
SS Officers Training School. Here,
along with countless others, he
was trained in mass extermination, human butchery, murder,
and the violation of women and
children.
After careful training in the
techniques of torture, liquida
taon, and calculated barbarism to
the Jews and all other enemies
of the Third Reich, Neumann
went on to become a stud in the
, Nazi breeding stations scattered
over Germany. Here, in pleasant
surroundings, he was introduced
to beautiful young women, and
after going through the necessary
red tape of matching blood and
other characteristics, he was al
lowed to spend several weeks in
fathering one of the future "Supermen" of Hitler's Germany.

1

Following this, he joined
a
tank unit and began to fight,
kill, loot, rape, mutilate, and destroy in the Nazi blood bath the
drenched Europe. Hitler counted
on these educated barbarians to
make his tyranny supreme. Their
lives were pledged to Hitler in a
blood oath. They knew no morality but serving the Fuhrer.

1 Holiday Horror

Students Speak |
By BOBBY FERRELL
Tiger Feature Writer
Question of the week: Do you think we should
have longer Christmas holidays? If so, how do you
propose gaining the extra days?
a number of
Yes, there are
ways we could acquire these ex- I think the administration should
tra days. One way would be to realize that at Christmas it is
set the exams up a few days. This more blessed to give than to
would cut the break between se- receive.
mesters but it would give us the
JAMES M. KELLY '63
extra days when they are needNo, and what's more, all this
ed most. Many students work during Christmas holidays and the talk of rest, recouperation and reextended vacation would give laxation emanating from Clemson
these students a longer period of students would tend to make one
time to work. Another good rea- believe that they had just spent
son for longer holidays is because 16 weeks of torture and oppresour State Fair holidays were sion in a Nazi Concentration
Camp. It is interesting to specueliminated.
JOHN T. DUNCAN '61 late on what will become of these
mal-treated unfortunates when
Yes, I think we should have they hit the cold unsympaththelonger holidays since we did lose t-ic business world where they will
our State Fair holidays. As it is doubtlessly be required to work
now, we get out four days before for at least 11 months of the year
Christmas. This practically elim- at a pace considerably keener
inates Christmas shopping
and than set at Clemson, without so
hurts students who want jobs be- much as a newspaper column to
fore Christmas. I would rather use as a crying towel.
get out two days earlier for
HERMAN SMITH '64
Christmas and have two more
days added at the ' end of the I really don't know what
to
semester.
think. Sure, I'm in favor of
CARROLL ALLEN HARMON '64 Christmas, and the holidays that
go with it, but when you have
Yes, it seems that part of the the gloom of exams hanging over
time between semesters would be your head like a guillotine blade,
appreciated more if they were nothing can cheer you up, be it
added to Christmas holidayys.
longer holidays, Santa Claus, or
JAY 0. PHILIPS '63 Jingle Bells played on a gold
Yes, I beelieve we should get plated reindeer harness.
out the 16th of December and
FRED BISHOP '62
coome back on the 2nd of January. Other schools are getting out Longer Christmas holidays are
four days ahead of us and by imperative to the upholding of
the time we get home all of the high standards of morale that this
girls will be taken. How about institution has attained through
its student body. The time allotgiving us a break!
ted for our holidays is not adeJOHN R. WATTS '64
quate for someone who lives a
No, I feel that we should have good distance from here to get
an equal amount of time at mid- home for and prepare for Christyear as during the Christmas mas festivities. The fact that
holidays. In this way we would many of the other colleges are
have more time between semes- getting out earlyy is the real moters to recuperate from the past rale strangler. I believe that longsemester. I think that all of our er holidayys would be better for
holidays should be concentrated in this period. I also believe
WOOL TROUSERS $9.95
every student should have a
Corduroy
two-day free cut at his own discrepancy because a mature stuTROUSERS
$5.95
dent would know when he needs
a break and these two would
make up the State Fair holidays
we lost.
JAMES WELBORN '62

Parties Dominate Thanksgiving Holidays
***••••••******

Halftime Serenade

Such was the scene at Tiger town last Saturday afternoon
when the Charlotte Boy's Choir presented a musical program
at the Clemson-Furman game both at halftime and before
the slaughter of the Furman team got underway. The accompaning articles relates the tale of what most Clemson
students did during the holidays, but for those on hand the
entertainment pictured above, with the noble Tiger keeping
things under control, was quite a treat. (Tiger photo by
Alex McCormack)
the morale of the students and
would give them an inspired incentive for their studies.
CHARLES CUTTINO
Chairman, Crusade for
Freedom '65

By ZIP GRANT
Tiger Feature Writer
Clemson students attended parties and dances throughout the
state during the much needed
Thanksgiving holidays. And now
the topic of conversation has
switched to "what we're going to
do during Christmas."
Wofford's Kappa Sigs had a
dance
featuring
the popular
"Hearts" at the Lee County State
Park last Friday night.
This
dance usually held every holiday
has gained state-wide popularity
and as a result it was more
crowded than Phil's on a Saturday night.
Several parties and dances were
held in Greenville and in the lower part of the state a dance was
held at the beach. According to
boys around Conway, their dance
was immensely successful, and
no doubt it was.
In talking about the holidays
the
conversation
inevitably
turns to Clemson's short Christmas holidays. Having talked to
students of other schools during Thanksgiving, students here
suddenly realized that we are
getting less days for Christmas
than most schools.
There has been a lot of talk on
campus about this fact and a few
students think they can change

le perspicaoi

Fastest & Courteous Service

TIME DRIVE-IN
Entering Seneca On Your Right

Phone:

TU 2-3002 "

Engineering
JUNIORS,
SOPHOMORES, and FRESHMEN who are interested in
joining the
Slipstick staff
should attend a meeting to be
held tonight at 7:30 in the
Slipstick office, fourth floor,
Student Center.
At present Slipstick is trying
to develop a staff of underclassmen who will be able to continue the publication of the magazine without interruption in future years.
Persons who apply for the vacant positions can expect to do
writing, both technical and nontechnical. In addition, some persons are needed to help with the
business and circulation phases
of the publication.
Anyone interested in working
with the Slipstick but unable tt»
attend tonight's meeting should
contact Jim Wilcox, room
5-120.
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"THE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT OF
NED FUTTY"

TROUSERS
$3.98
SHIRTS $2.98 & $3.98

— AND —

Siipsf-ick Staff
Needs Increase

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf","The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

Cotton

For Oconee's Finest Food

got put down over the holidays to
score again. The Archers are featured, and according to the WRA,
they're a juking combo.

On Campus

JUDGE KELLER

Yes, I think we should have
longer Christmas holidays because
every professor will be giving a
quiz on the 21st just as sure as
there's fire in hell, therefore we
will need more than ten days to
recuperate from this.
DAVID COX '62
This book can't be matched for
the ruthless, brutal, and authentic
Yes, because we lost our Big
descriptions of German activities Thursday holidays and I think
during the war. It is the story the same schedule gets monotoof monsters, and no sugary ex- nous and we need a long break
cuses are put forth here to tone to relax, rest, and recuperate.
down their cruelties. This blunt
and straight forward book by
Neumann gives the whole brutal
truth in unvarnished terms — an
unrelenting account of how vicious men can be.

the number of days we get this
late by complaining, etc. This is
a mistaken idea and should be
realized as such.
If students felt they should get
more Christmas holidays, the
time .for complaining was three
months ago, not three weeks in
advance of the holidays. There is
a move underway to try to get
more Easter Holidays, and now is
the time for students to express
their opinions about that instead
of waiting until a couple of weeks
before Easter.
Beta Tau Sigma is having a
"Mixer" in the P&A Building tonight. This organization has put
on some good dances in the past
and tonight should prove to be no
exception. These boys have very
good taste in girls, too — they
sponsored Miss Diane Taft for
Homecoming.
Girls are expected from A. C,
Lander, Tne Nursing Homes, Erskine, and
all the
local high
schools. Also, there might even be
a few co-eds there.
And speaking
of. dances, the
odds are pretty high that tha majority of the student body will be
at Winthrop tomorrow night for
their Sophomore Hop. This looks
like a good time for the boys that

Not this: a student who
Studies drowsily no matter
how much sleep he gets.

This! Perspicacious...
sharp! NoDoz keeps you
awake and alert—safely!

If you find studying sometimes soporific (and who doesn't?) the word
to remember is NoDoz®. NoDoz alerts you with a safe and accurate
amount of caffeine—the same refreshing stimulant
in coffee and tea. Yet non-habit-forming
NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable.
So to keep perspicacious during study and
exams—and while driving, too—
.;
always keep NoDoz in proximity.
The safe stay awake tablet-available everywhere. Another fine product of Grave Laboratories.

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Chloe McFeeters was a beautiful coed who majored in psychology and worked in the I.Q. testing department of the University.
She worked there because she loved and admired intelligence
above all things. "I love and admire intelligence above all things"
is the way she put it.
Ned Futty, on the other hand, was a man who could take
intelligence or leave it alone. What he loved and admired above
all things was girls. "What I love and admire above all things
is girls" is the way he put it.
One day Ned saw Chloe on campus and was instantly smitten.
"Excuse me, miss," he said, tugging at his forelock. "Will you
marry me?"
She looked at his duck-tail haircut, his black-rimmed glasses,
his two-day beard, his grimy T-shirt, his tattered jeans, his decomposing tennis shoes. "You are not unattractive," she admitted, "but for me beauty is not enough. Intelligence is what
I'm looking for. Come to the I.Q. testing department with me."

Representatives
(Continued From Page 1)
four point education program;
higher education
and the
county kickback tax system.
. Bill Schachte is in the running
for the office of student governor
of the state. He will be elected
by the delegates tomorrow morning.
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Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-2011
Fri., Sat., Sun. & Mon.
Dec. 2, 3, 4 & 5

"MIDNIGHT
LACE"
Doris Day, Rex Harrison
In Color
Tues. Only
Dec. 6
(Double Feature)

"THE PUSHER"
—Plus—

"OKLAHOMA
TERRITORY'1

IBM WILL
INTERVIEW
DECEMBER
13

Candidates for Bachelors or Masters Degrees
UK

Marketing and Sates
Engineering and Science
Th ts is a unique opportunity to fi nd oat about
the many career epporttmitres at IBM. The fBM
representative can disctKS with yoti typical jobs,
varfous training programs, chances for advanced education, financial rewards, and company benefits—all important factors that affect
your future.
SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM
An Unusual Growth Story: IBM has had one of
the exceptional growth rates in industry. It has
been a planned growth, based on ideas and
products having an almost infinite application
in our modern economy.
Diverse and Important Products: IBM develops,
manufactures and markets a wide range of
products in the data processing field. IBM computers and allied products play a vital role in

Across-the-Country Operations: Laboratory and
manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott,
Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie and Yorktown,
New York; Burlington, Vermont; Lexington, Kentucky; San Jose, California; and Rochester,
Minnesota. Headquarters is located in New
York City with sales and service offices in 198
major cities throughout the United States.
The Accent is on the Individual: No matter what
type of work a person does at IBM, he is given
all the responsibility he is able to handle, and
all the support he needs to do his job. Advancement is by merit.
The areas in which IBM is engaged have an unlimited future. This is your opportunity to find
out what that future has to offer you.
Call or stop in at your placement office to arrange an appointment with the IBM representative for the date above. If you cannot attend an
interview, write or call the manager of the nearest IBM office:
Mr. P. E. Green, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept 882
302 N. Church Street
Greenville, S. C
CEdar 9-1391 <

Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Dee. 7, 8, 9 & 10

"BUTTERFIELD
8"
Elizabeth Taylor, Eddie
Fisher, Laurence Harvey
In Color

the operations of business, industry, science,
and government

"Of course, my tiger," cried Ned and giggled and smote his
thigh and bit Chloe's nape and scampered goatlike after her
to the I.Q. testing department.
"First, I will test your vocabulary," said Chloe.
"Be my guest," laughed Ned and licked her palm.
"What does juxtaposition mean?"
"Beats me," he confessed cheerfully and nibbled her knuckles.
"How about ineffable'!"
"Never heard of it," guffawed Ned, plunging his face into
her clavicle.
"Furtive?"
"With fur on?" said Ned doubtfully.
"Oh, Ned Futty," said Chloe, "you are dumb. Consequently
I cannot be your girl because I love and admire intelligence
above all things."
He flung himself on the floor and clasped her ankles. "But I
love you," he cried in anguish. "Do not send me from you or
you will make the world a sunless place, full of dim and
fearful shapes."
"Go," she said coldly.
Lorn and mute, he made his painful way to the door. There
he stopped and lit a cigarette. Then he opened the door and
started away to his gray and grisly future.
"Stay!" called Chloe.
He turned.
"Was that," she asked, "a Marlboro you just lit?"
"Yes," he said.
"Then come to me and be my love," cried Chloe joyously.
"You are not dumb. You are smart! Anybody is smart to smoke
Marlboro, the filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste which
comes to you in soft pack or flip-top box at prices all can afford
at tobacco counters, drugstores, groceries, restaurants and
trampoline courts all over America. Ned, lover, give me a
Marlboro and marry me."
And they smoked happily ever after.
© 1060 Max Shulman

*

IBM
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You naturally have a better chance to grow with
a growth company.

*

*

And if your taste runs to unfiltered cigarettes, you're smart
to try Philip Morris—from the makers of Marlboro. W»
especially recommend Philip Morris's new king-size Commander—long, mild, and leisurely. Have a Commanderwelcome aboardl
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Tigers Open In Kent Tournament
TMEU
By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Editor

Football Final
Clemson students and fans have been used to winning football teams, but this year was not what everyone had expected. Once there was a rumor of possible
bowl bids, but a 6-4 record is not bowl material, not
this year anyway. This season's squad was inexperi-

Cemson's
1960-61
basketball team begins its season today in Kent, Ohio as they play
in the Kent State
Invitational Tournament. The tournament will include a field of four
teams: Clemson, Syracuse, Massachusetts, and Kent State.

The Tigers' will meet Syracuse
enced to a degree, and possibly this was the big factor tonight; the winner of that game
in the somewhat under par performance of the team. to meet the winner of the Kent
The term "under par" does not mean to degrade the State-Massachusetts game in the
finals on Saturday night.
squad, but it is only used in reference to what was exIncluded in the starting linepected of them at the start of the season. Perhaps we exup will be Choppy Patterson
pected too much, but one thing we can be sure of: The
and Ed Krajack. Last year
players and coaches did their best.. We can ask no Patterson became the
first
more. They gave us what we wanted, football—win, Clemson sophomore to be named to the all-ACC basketball
lose or draw, and you can't win them all.
squad and is expected to do no
less this season. Krajack, a
Heilig Sneaks Over
senior, was selected by his
The closing game with Furman proved to be
teammates as this year's capquite a thriller, but to one member of the Clemson
tain.
squad, it had great significance. Quarterback Don
Patterson teams with Bill WarHeilig, "The Little General" took over the Bengal
Eleven with only seconds remaining in the game.
A 22-yard pass to Zager put the ball on the Furman
1 yard line. Heilig took the pigskin and scored the
TD on a sneak. This was the last game in his college career and his first collegiate touchdown.
Quarterback Lowndes Shingler will be participating in the annual East-West game on Dec. 31. "The
Baron" will also be in the game as a coach. Shingler
was the only player on the Clemson squad to be named
to the first team in the ACC conference.

Fullback Bill

McGuirt, guard Dave Lynn, and end Gary Barnes were
selected for the second team.
The Bengal Roundballers open the '60-'61 season
tonight at the Kent Invitational Tourney in Kent,
Ohio. Under the generalship of Coach Press Maravich, this year's squad should show marked improvement due to the experience from last season's
play. Don't forget Coach Maravich, keep your seat
on the bench.

ren to fill the starting guard
spots, while Krajack and Tom
Mahaffey hold down the forward
positions. Earle Maxwell
will
most likely start the center spot.
All five of the starters are lettermen.
Bob Benson, a junior, is the
number-one reserve, as he can
step in and play any position.
Speight Bird, a red-shirt last
year, will move in the line-up
if a big man should falter. Larry Seitz and Chuck Narvin will
help add bench strength to the
team.
Clemson has improved its record each year under Coach
Press Maravich and will attempt
to raise its record even higher
this year. It seems likely that
this team has the potential if
the reserves can come through
to form a good solid bench.

The coaches are hoping that
the Tigers can take the tournament at Kent and thus get
Congratulations to Intramural Director Coach Bill off to a good start this year.
also
Wilhelm for a job well done on intramural football The tournament should
this semester. Since Bill took over the intramural job help them gain the experience
of playing before a large crowd,
the program has been a tremendous success. The regu- and under tournament preslar champs have been decided, but there will be a sure.
separate champion for the frats which will be decided
The Tigers' first home game
some time next week. Basketball is next on the stu- is on December 6, against N. C.
dent program and the participation is expected to be State's Wolfpack, first of the ACC
just as great as it was for football. Let's all get out opponents on the schedule. The
Wolfpack is high-ranked and the
and help Coach Wilhelm to make the intramural pro Bengals would like nothing betgram even better.
ter than to upset them. Prior to
the State game the Clemson
Prosh take on the Georgia Freshmen.

Wilhelm Does Fine Job

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

Tig Cagers Ready For Kent

Experience
Gained Will
Prove Asset

ED-4 Takes Third
Touch Title 13-6
For the third straight year, ED4 was estimated as 250 non-playing ,
has won the Intramural Touch fans. They got their money'!
Football
Championship,
an worth in a fitting climax to this
achievement
that is
seldom year's ' touch football program.
matched in any collegiate intra- Each member of the winning
mural program. In Monday's squad was presented a gold Clemchampionship game the split-level- son Intramural Medallion.
ers struck with lightning - like
Hardly any sooner does rock
speed to score on their first 'em- sock 'em football end than
scrimmage play, added another bounce 'em- shoot 'em basket-'
TD ten minutes later and then hall begins. Circulars have been
held on tenaciously to defeat a on bulletin boards throughout
scrappy band from Abbeville the dormtory all this week
County 13-6.
urging groups.to band together,
Many of the victors were new practice on the newly-finished
faces to the lineup for ED4 this little gym floor, and file their
year, several were on last playing roster in Coach Wilyear's team, and a few now helm's office.
have three trophies in their
The deadline for entering teams
case. Among the latter group is Monday, December 5, by 6
are Wilson Ham, Larry Rogers, p.m. Schedules will be constructJ. W. Campbell, and Captain ed and posted on Tuesday and
Don Gadwea. They understand play will begin Wednesday at 4
the price of success and this o'clock. Boys interested in offiunderstanding certainly seems ciating are urged to meet with
to have rubbed off on newcom- Coach Wilhelm in the film room
All-ACC Guard Choppy Patterson (left) and Captain Ed Krajack (right) are two Clemson ers Pete Ayaub, Billy Reynolds, across from his office on Monday
cagers that are expected to spark the roundballers to many victories 'ihis season. (Tiger Jordan Bragg, Frank Utsey, at 5 p.m.
and others.
Unofficial figures show 835 difSports Photo)
It was Ayaub's passes that spell- ferent students participated in the
ed the difference. He was consist- overall Touch Football program.
ent in hitting receivers right on Of 130 games scheduled, 115 were
the button. Utsey and Reynolds played, the other 15 resulting in,
made some beautiful catches and forfeits. Five forfeits occurred
Bragg was a bulwark protecting the final week of round-robin
Ayaub and rushing Nicky Lomax, play, again indicating the unAbbeville's pass launcher.
willingness of less successful
The crowd for this final game
(Continued On Page 5)
Duke wound up its season this net Bowl spot by shutting out
The Clemson College Rifle Team
year as ACC champs with an Auburn 3-0. In the other Blueoverall record of 7 wins and 2 bonnet Bowl spot will be Tex- met two of their toughest oppon- * JANTZEN VEST SWEATERS
ents last Saturday as they faced
losses. Arkansas already
had
* CARDIGAN SWEATERS
clinched the host spot in the Cot- as, supplying what will proba- Furman and East Tennessee State
ton Bowl, and Duke agreed Sat- bly be stiff competition for Ala- at Furman. East Tennessee, last
-k
PULL-OVER
ROLL-COLLAR SWEATERS
year's 3rd Army champions, were
urday to provide the opposition. bama.
This host team, also the South- As the final big Saturday of rated to be among the top conwest Conference Champions, end- collegiate football competition tenders for the title again this
year. However, the greatly imed their season with an overall
proved Clemson team surprised
record of 8 wins and 2 losses. ended, the major bowls find:
both opponents by winning the
Sugar Bowl
Mississippi trounced Missismatch.
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
Mississippi (9-0-1) vs.
sippi State 35-9 and then, as
The Tigers scored a total of
Rice
(7-3)
champions of the Southeastern
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
1407 paints to East Tennessee's
Cotton Bowl
Conference, voted to play in
1400
and
Furman's
1390.
The
Arkansas (8-2) vs.
the Sugar Bowl. Ole Miss will
teams fired a three position
Duke (7-2)
match; the positions including
be defending the Sugar Bowl
Orange Bowl
prone, kneeling, and standing. A
championship gained by their
Missouri (9-1) vs.
perfect score for all three posi21-0 victory over LSU last
Navy (9-1)
Located In Lower Lobby Of Clemson House
tions is 300; for five team memJanuary 1. Rice's Owls will be
Rose Bowl
bers,
1500.
their opponent with a 7-3
Washington (9-1) vs.
record.
So far the Tig sharpshooters
Minnesota (9-1)
have compiled a 5-3 record and
Gator Bowl
Navy fought to a 17-12 victory
are steadily improving with each
Baylor vs.
over Army Saturday and made a
game.
This exceptional improveFlorida
date to play Missouri in the
ment is due to the fine leadership
Bluebonnet Bowl
Orange Bowl on Jan. 2. Navy
and instruction given by Army
Texas (7-3) vs.
hopes to gain its third straight
Captain Murphy and Sgt. Lewis.
Alabama
(8-1-1)
bowl victory in recent years but
Liberty Bowl
In the 15 remaining matches,
Missouri, another national power
Penn State (6-3) vs.
perhaps this year's team can
intends to "sink Navy."
Oregon (7-2-1)
(Continued On Page 5)
Baylor already had been tapped for the Gator Bowl while
LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:
Florida,
under Southeastern
Conference rules, could not ac
cept officially until after its
game with Miami
Saturdaynight. Thes etwo teams will oppose one another in the Gator
Bowl in Jacksonville, Pla.
Alabama gained one BluebonDR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: "Life ain't all beer and skittles," as the saying goes
—but if enough students got together, maybe skittles could make a big comeback.

Duke To Face Arkansas Rifle Team Wins;
Takes Furman And
In Cotton Bowl Scrap East Tenn. Slate

SLOANS MEN'S STORE

TIGER TAVERN

OPEN9:30 AM. TO 12:00 P.M.
* Fountain Service
* Sandwiches * Newsstand

DefELDRiFROoD:

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.

NOTICE
Cut Prices In

Football Finals

Dear Dr. Frood: I don't speak from personal experience, but I
understand all the men in this college are wolves. What do you
think a respectable girl like me—with a good old-fashioned upbringing—should do about this situation?
Strait Laced
DEAR STRAIT: Drop your handkerchief.

"BETWEEN THE BANKS"
20 Billfold Prints From Any Picture Or Negative For $1.20
105 E. Whitner Sf.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Daytime Bowling
35< per line
Dear Dr. Frood: When I entered college as a freshman this fall, my
father gave me a very large sum of money to cover room, board,
tuition, books and all other expenses for four full years of college.
Because of an unfortunate series of poker games, however, the
money is now completely gone. How would you suggest I handle
this situation?
r
Ten High

TIGER BOWL
Dear Dr. Frood: I just don't understand the
men in this college. Not one of them has
ever asked me for a date. I am intelligent
and easy to get along with. Enclosed is my
snapshot. What do you think is wrong?
Left Out

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
Fresh Sandwiches, Milk Shakes
and Coffee
Stuffed Tigers - Pennants
Decals
Prescriptions Our Specialty ...
Registered Pharmacist On
Duty At All Times

DEAR LEFT: After considering this problem
from every angle, I can only conclude that
you have enormous feet.

$14.95
Smart looking, smooth
fitting casuals for indoors or
out. Finest quality leather,
i
master-crafted in genuine
I [moccasin construction, cradles
your foot in comfort
from heel to toe.

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone OL 4-2661 or OL 4-5172

Dear Dr. Frood: According to my figures
over ninety-five per cent of the students
here are below average. What is wrong?
Math Major
DEAR MATH: You are obviously going to a
below-average college.

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think it is safe for
a girl to walk home alone from a college
dance?
Nervous
DEAR NERVOUS: Safer.

*T.M.Reg.l

Black - Brown - Cordovan

campus \ hop

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

DEAR TEN: I feel confident that your father will give you another
chance if you go up to him like a man, tell him you are sorry, admit
your mistake and promise him that your luck will change.

2nd floor

waiters & tollman
clothes men like
onderson, s. c.

DON'T BREAK TRADITION, WARNS FROOD! One of the proudest traditions on the American
campus, reports Dr. Frood, is smoking Luckies. Today college students smoke more Luckies
than any other regular. According to Dr. Frood, "Any student who breaks this tradition not only
robs himself of the full pleasure of smoking—but also could, conceivably, bring 'the Curse of
Frood' down upon the entire student body."

CHANGE TOJ.UCKIES and get some taste for a change.']
© A. T. c*

Product of^t/^J^ntAteamJa^weo-^tyiwr^ — Jofcuaeo- is our middle namf

Werntz Poses Top
Tiger Punter Ever

ED-4 Intramural Champs-1960

Eddie Werntz's punting had much to do with the
key to the success of the future Tigers.

Time and time

again Werntz sent punts sailing deep into enemy territory, and, many times, had them roll dead within the
five yard marker. Coach Howard has this to say about
Eddie: "Werntz is the-finest college punter that I have
ever seen, and that includes Banks McFadden."

While in high school Wertz was
a top flight back and his punting was incomparable. One game
stands out in his mind as his
biggest thrill. A game was scheduled against Richmond Academy
and was supposed to decide the
state championship in the 2-AAA
Conference.

1

the season he says:"We could
have done better. I doubt if
we had one good break the
entire season. We played good
at times and not so good at other times. In the end we had
a winning season by mathematical calculation, but
by
Clemson standards that isn't
very good."
The game which stands 'out as
the most thrilling for Eddie during 1960 season was the South
Carolina game. In that game he
kept Carolina barked up against
the goal line the entire game and
had one punt roll dead on the
USC one yard line.

Benedictine had not beaten
Richmond for the past
six
years, and was not expected
Werntz is a civil engineering
to whip them this time. Dur- major and lists as his favorite
ing the course of the game Ed- hobbies, golf and bowling. After
he
die scored one touchdown, in- graduation from Clemson,
tercepted three passes,
and plans to work with his father in
punted four times for a 46 construction work at Savannah.
yard average. Final
score:
Eddie ranked at the top of the
Benedictine-12,
Richmond-0.
Atlantic Coast Conference
this
The team won the champion- year in punting. He punted 38
ship, an achievement
which
times for 1376 yards and a 36.2
had never before been accomyards per boot average. This
plished.
should be a forerunner for things
At the end of the same year, to come from Eddie in the next
Eddie was selected to the all- two years.

Eddie Werntz

Shown above is ED-4 Intramural football champs for the third straight year. Front row,
left to right: Don Godwin, Howard Skenton. Back row: Bob Hubbard, J. W. Campbell,
Frank TJtsey, Larry Rogers, Tommy Richardson and Pete Ayoub. (Tiger Sports Photo)

Gridiron Finish

Tigers End Furman Upset Hopes
In 4th Quarter Scoring Party
Clemson's Tigers, moving the cane defense and scored three
"ole pigskin" with comparative more times before the final
ease, overcame a seige of butter- gun mercifully ended the
fingers and destroyed Furman slaughter.
hopes for an upset by scoring 28 Clemson's fourth touchdown
points in the final quarter.
came when guard Tommy Gue
The first period was score- got the kickoff instead of a
less as the Hurricane gathered white-jerseyed Hurricane, and
in two Tiger fumbles. How- Anderson threw a 30 yard strike
ever,
Clemson entered the to Tommy King. On the PAT
scoring column as Ron Scrud- Armstrong broke the ACC reato blasted over from two cord for extra points as he kickyards out and Armstrong added his fourth of the day.
ed the PAT.
The 28-14 score was altered
The score remained 7-0,
when
Anderson intercepted a
Clemson, until the third quarter
when Furman scored on the pass, and Pavilack stomped 32
running of Campbell and cut the yards for a fifth TD. Trusty
Tiger lead to 7-6. (Furman fail- Lon Armstrong added the extra
ed its PAT.) Bill McGuirt carpoint again, and the Bengals led
ried most of the way as the Bengals came roaring back with a 35-14. Furman was ready to go
60 yard TD drive. Armstrong's to the showers, but the Tigers
kick was again true, and Clem- weren't through clawing.
son led 14-6.
Senior quarterback Don
Joe Anderson, playing a fine
Heilig scored the sixth Tiger
game, intercepted a pass, and
TD, and Armstrong kicked
the Tigs were in business on
his
fourth PAT of the season.
the Hurricane 37. Scrudato
carried most of the way, and
The final score read 42-14, and
Shingler put the frosting on
Furman dreams of a victory
the cake as he drove over
over Clemson had long since
from the 2. Armstrong made it
left with their fans.
three in a row as the score
stood at 21-6.
Furman, still fighting to get
back in the game, scored on a
76 yard drive mostly on the
passing of Bill Canty. Canty also
passed for 2 and the Tigermen's
lead was sliced to 21-14.

star team in Georgia and participated in the North-South game
in Augusta.
Upon graduation from
high
school, Werntz accepted a partial scholarship to Clemson. He
remarks: "The phenominal school
spirit which I had heard so much
about plus the fact that it has
one of
the
best
engineering schools available are the reasons for my choosing Clemson."
As to the record of 6-4 for

Post-Season Tears
Shed Over 6-4 Record
Posting a 6-4 record for the of Tee Moorman, forced the Tig1960 season, the Clemson Tig- ers into errors and costly gambles
ers find themselves with their as the Tigers tried to pull the
worst record since the 1954 sea- game out of the fire.
son when they compiled a 5-5
Next, the Commodores of Vanrecord. Two of the Tigers games derbilt handed Clemson its third
were decided by only two points, straight loss, 22-20. Again the
but those were important points
and they kept the Bengals out
of a post-season bowl for the
first time in three years.

success of Clemson this fall and will hold an important

a
six
feet,
Eddie
is
150 pound sophomore
from
Savannah, Georgia. He
attended
Benedictine Military
School in Georgia, and was
an outstanding member on both
the
basketball and
football teams. Football is his
first love however, and this is
the sport in which he excells.
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After that, it was all Clemson. Hard running Tiger backs
poured it on a tiring Hurri-

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM
Snavely .

122-55

Stepp

121-56

Gumula _

117-60

Willimon

116-61

Risher _
C & C _
Pighead

104-73
101-76
68-109

This was the last encounter
for both ball clubs this season.
The Tigers finished 6-4 and the
Hurricane 5-4-1. Both teams
look for improvement next year
as the Tigers lose only seven
seniors and the Purple Hurrican, 5. Clemson's alternate unit,
playing an outstanding game
against Furman, has no seniors.

ED-4
(Continued From Page 4)
teams to fulfill their schedule
obligations.
How long will a few continue
to thwart our ambitious intramural program??

Final Look Finds
McGuirt Likely
ACC Scoring Champ
It would take a record single
game scoring performance by
Duke's Red Burch
against
UCLA tomorrow to keep Bill
McGuirt from winning the 1960
Atlantic Coast Conference individual scoring championship.
The powerful Tiger fullback
closed out his first varsity season last weekend with his
ninth touchdown in ten games,
finishing the year with 54
points.
Roman Gabriel of North Carolina State is second with 42
points, North Carolina's Ray
Farris is third with 36, followed
by Clemson's Lon Armstrong
and North Carolina's Bob Elliot. Duke's Burch is fifth with
30 points and is the only contender with a game yet to play.
In the major individual offense races,
Wake Forrest's
Norm Snead has undoubtedly
won the total offense, with 1630
yards. Snead also leads in passing by a wide margin, having
passed for 123 completions and a
total of 1676 yards.
Mark Leggett of Duke still
has a chance to overtake Virginia's Fred Shepherd in rushing. Shepherd has 488 yards,
Leggett 426, as Virginia closes
against South Carolina and
Duke against UCLA tomorrow.
In pass receiving, Virginia's
Joe Kehoe has a slight chance
to overhaul leader Tee Moorman
of Duke. Moorman has 40 receptions, Kehoe 32, each with one
game to go. Duke is going to the
Cotton Bowl but bowl statistics
can not be counted in season
yardage
in accordance with
NCAA rules.

Engineers and scientists who will

The Tigers started out the season with a bang, defeating Wake
Forest, a pre-season conference
champion pick, 28-7. Clemson defenders picked off four Norman
Snead aerials as they turned the
game into a rout. Sophomore Pullback Bill McGuirt scored three
T.D.'s and on the last play of the
game, Johnnie Mac Goff passed
42 yards to ailing end Gary Barnes to put the icing on a great
team effort.
V.P.I, invaded Death Valley and
after playing a brilliant first half,
finally fell to the Tigers 13-7. The
Tiger offense got started in the
second half with Lowndes Shingler scoring twice after completing
several crucial
fourth down
passes.
The Tigers were now ranked
eighth in the nation and there
was a lot of talk about an undefeated season, since Clemson
had on its schedule several
pushovers—as the Alumni called them — mainly Virginia,
Maryland, Vanderbilt, Boston
College, and Furman.
The Cavaliers of Virginia turned in their finest effort of the
year but fell easy prey to the
Tigers 21-7. Harry Pavilack and
Mack Mathews both scored on
good runs, Mathew's run being an
especially outstanding punt return
of 55 yards.
The last play of the first half
was the most outstanding play of
the entire season even though it
didn't yield a touchdown. Shingler threw to Barnes at the 17
where Gary made a spectacular
catch between two defenders and,
as he was falling, lateraled to
Sam Anderson. who was pulled
down, much to the dismay of the
fans, on the three yard line.
Maryland's
Terrapins were
the Tiger's next foe and were
expected to be a pushover for
the highly regarded Tigers.
Maryland had other ideas and
behind the great passing of
Dale Betty and receiving of
Gary Collins, they overcame an
early 10-0 lead by the Tigers
and bested the Bengals 19-17.
Duke's Blue Devils repulsed
four fourth quarter drives by the
Tigers and ground out a 21-6 victory. Duke, with the running of
Mark Leggett and the receiving

Statistics Show
Tigers Leading
Most Categories

It has been proven that statistics do not always tell
the
true story of the football season.
If the games had been determined by statistics, Clemson would
probably have finished the season undefeated instead of with a
6-4 record
That Clemson was primarily a ball-control team is shown
by the fact that the Tigers
averaged 306 yards per game
while their opponents averaged
only 212 yards per games. Clemson controlled the ball 73 plays
per game while their opponents
ran 57 plays per game. The
Tigers gained over 300 yards in
5 games while their lowest yield
was 188 yards gained against
South Carolina. Giving up 300
yards once against Vanderbilt
was the Tiger's greatest yardage loss on defense.
Although Clemson's leaky pass
defense gave up 94 passes completions for 1005 yards to the enemy, Clemson went for the "long
one" more often as they gained
1116 yards from their 81 passes
completed.
Slightly outdone in kickoff returns, Clemson returned 27 for 468
yards. Their opponents returned
37 for 766 yards.
Individually, Lowndes Shingler paced the Tigers in total offense with 1064 total yards! Anderson was next with 369 total
yardage. Fullback Bill McGuirt,
in his first year, topped the
team in rushing yardage with
320. Shingler was next with 274
while another fullback, Ron
Scrudato, gained 230 yards. Halfback Mac Matthews, with 223
yards, had the highest gain per
carry with 4.5 yards averaged
every time he ran the ball.
McGuirt also led the team in
scoring with 54 points. McGuirt's
strength through the middle of
the line is shown by the fact that
all of this 9 touchdowns have
been on runs of 3 yards or less.
Lon Armstrong is next on the
scoring with 33 points on 3 field
goals and 24 extra points, breaking the old record of 21 in the
Furman game. Shingler and Scrudato are tied for third place with
4 touchdowns each.

Tigers blew an early lead, but
the final margin of victory was
due to a safety. Vanderbilt unleased a tremendous passing attack from which the Tigers never
recovered.
The Tigers finally got back into
the win column with a 24-0 rout
over North Carolina.
McGuirt
scored twice and Shingler once
as the Tiger's offense rolled into
high gear. Lon Armstrong kicked
his second field goal of the year
as our Tigers tarred the Tar
Heels.
Feeling was high as the longawaited contest between Clemson and the Gamecocks of
South Carolina approached. The
Roosters had beaten only North
Carolina but could always be
expected to put up a scrap,
and a scrap it was.
The Tigers owe their 12-2 victory to one player—kicking specialist Eddie Werntz—whose booming kicks drove the Gamecocks
deep into their territory where
they made costly fumbles which
the Tigers converted into scores.
The halftone score, 3-2, sounded
like a baseball score, hut the
Tigers added a T.D. and a safety
in the last half to sew up the
game.
Again the Tigers were mentioned as a possible bowl contestant. A big victory margin
over weak Boston College would
almost assure Clemson of a bid.
But again the pushover refused
to play the part and Boston
College came away with a big
25-14 upset.
Furman's
Purple Hurricanes
came to
Clemson expecting a
close contest ... maybe even a
victory. The Tigers weren't to be
denied and they crushed Furman
42-14 to close out a winning season by football standards—but by
Clemson standards, a bad season.

BOB SAYS:
Get Lined
Up For
Christmas
Giving and
Receiving
Bob's Is Headquarters
For Everything
A Young Man
Would Want

RIFLE
(Continued From Page 4)
prove that riflery did not die with
the Clemson Cadet Corps. The
team travels to Clinton today to
take on PC.

XVefresli
without

filling

achieve Bachelor of Science or higher
degrees by January or June of 1961
are invited to ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
with an engineering representative
of the DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY on

December 12 & 13, 1960
America's most exciting space and defense projects, including SATURN, SKYBOLT and
MISSILEER-and others of like importance—
have created outstanding long range opportunities at Douglas in the following fields:
Electrical
Electronics
Mechanical
Chemical
Aeronautical
Metallurgical

how to get a head
It's easy to make headway (female-wise, campus-wise and
every-wise) if you use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic . . . made specially for men who use water with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline'
Hair Tonic's 100% pure, light grooming oil replaces oil that
water removes. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic will not evaporate .. .
will remain clear and clean. And just a little does a lot!.

Openings exist at Douglas locations in Santa'
Monica and El Segundo, California and Charlotte, North Carolina,
If you are a U.S. citizen who will earn a
qualifying degree, please contact your placement office for an appointment. If unable to do
so, write to Mr. C. C. LaVene,

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California

itSCtsAH "*

VASELINE

Welding
Engineering Mechanics
Physics
Mathematics
Astronomy
Astro-Physics

All set to play Santa Claus?
What you need is a red suit, white beard, fat pillow,
and a pack full of Esterbrook Classic Pen and Pencil
Sets. You can be anyone's favorite Santa if you give
the smoothest-looking, smoothest-writing Christmas
gift this side of the North Pole. Your choice of 6 holiday colors and 32 changeable pen points, too.

The U

refreshment
Under Appointment
From Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
'VASELiNf rS A ACaiSTEftCD TRADEMARK Of CHEStBfiOUGM ■ POHO' S M

Anderson - Greenwood

$6tteStoo£

*T.M. The Esterbrook Pen Co.

*4.95 •rr
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Letter To Tom

Student Government Leaders Visit Boys Home

Students Question
Holiday Regulation

Clemson student leaders demonstrate pool hall ability adopted residents of the Boys Home of America in upper
while visiting Mount Airy's Boys Home this week. Student Anderson County. The 11 boys will visit Clemson Tuesday
Government, acting for the students of Clemson this week and will be presented at the basketball game that night.

BALTIMORE SYMPHONY
(Continued From Page 1)
them and finally Radames yields
to her pleas.
Radames has been captured
and condemned to die as a
traitor in the opera's finale. He
is sealed in the great vault under the temple of Vulcan and
left to suffocate in the subterranean tomb. He discovers that
Aida has hidden herself in the
tomb to die with him. They embrace and sing their farewell to
earth.
Wagner Lohengrin is motivated
through the theme of the Holy
Grail, the chalice that was believed to have contained Christ's
blood at the time of His crucifixion. Lohengrin has just taken
leave of his bride Elsa. When he
came to her, he asked that she
never question his name or station.
However, on her wedding night
she asked the fatal question and
he explains that in a distant land
stands Mount Monsalvat where
the Holy Grail lies. He tells her
that he is one of the Knights of
the Grail and a son of Parsifal,

Air Force MARS
Club Provides
Double Purpose
Air Force MARS Club, now in
its second year at Clemson, provides a two-fold service. It trains
AFROTC cadets in military communications procedure and relays
messages for Clemson students to
various parts of the country free
of charge.
Clemson's AFROTC Detachment established the station as
an aid in communicating with
national AFROTC headquarters
and with AFROTC units on other college campuses.
MARS or the Military Affiliated
Radio System is an organization
of military radio units on a world
wide scale. It provides a military
and civilian communications network for use in peace or war.
The primary purpose of MARS
is to provide training in communications and to carry civilian and military messages. On
Monday the club will open its
facilities for the relaying of
Christmas greetings to friends
and relatives of Clemson students.
The club maintains a fully
equipped station in Engineering
Annex "D" near Riggs Hall.
The station is staffed by 20 cadets and positions are open to
any interested cadet or club
member.
Cadet Col. Oscar Funderburk is
the station director. Capt. W. T.
Montgomery serves as club advisor.

but that once .his name, is known
he must, depart. Elsa has sown
the seed of her own despair, and
he must now leave her.
Mr. Adler, now permanent
director of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, has served as
director of the NBC Opera
Theatre since its inception in
1949. Through this organization
he has brought the opera to
millions of people who might
have otherwise been without it.
He has been guest conductor of
both the Cleveland and Detroit
orchestras and the New York
Philharmonic with which he
made his debut in 1940.
Miss Yeend has made over 200
guest appearances with major
symphonies including the Philadelphia, the New York Philharmonic and Boston Symphony. She
has appeared with the New York
City Opera and companies in
Vienna, Munich, Convent Garden, and Graz.
Mr. O'Neill won the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air in
1957 and his appeared in both
concert and Opera since. He has
sung tenor roles and Radames
(Aida), Don Jose (Carmen), Samson (Samson and Delilah), the
title role of Otello and Siegmund
(Die Walkuere).

STUDENTS
(Continued From Page 1)
won title, Joan said, 'I only wish
that I could find the words to
fully express my thanks to the
student body for bestowing such
an honor upon me."
"Miss Clemson College is the
biggest honor that a coed could
ever receive and in the years to
come I believe it will become
more important as the girls become even more a part of the
college, mainly by the building of
girls dorms. I realize the responsibility that Miss Clemson College
must have and I shall try to represent you in the true Clemson
manner."

Letter Thanks Few
Honored Art Majors
Dear Editor,
Congratulations! Never have so
many owed so much to so few.
Imagine, a few Clemson students
give of' their time and creative
talent to decorate the campus artistically with paper cups, cigarette butts, trash, laundry slips,
and other assorted materials of
art.
However, the school administra-

Chau Khe Attends
National Meeting
Of Phi Eta Sigma
Chau Van Ehe, agriculture engineering major, attended the
Fifteenth National Convention of
Phi Eta Sigma, national scholastic
fraternity recently on the Southern Illinois University Campus in
Carbondale, Illinois.
The fraternity, a member of
the National Association of College Honor Societies, was founded in 1923 to encourage high
scholastic attainment to college
freshmen. The Association now
has chapters on 85 university
and college campuses.
Phi Eta Sigma hopes to set up
regional conferences in the near
future. C. M. Thompson, Grand
President of the fraternity, and
the delegates are attempting to
better integrate the fraternity by
giving more direct help to the local chapters.
All of the national officers
were re-elected to their posts.
The officers include:
grand
president C. M. Thompson of
the University of Illinois; grand
vice-president G. Herbert Smith
of Willamette University; grand
secretary James E. Foy of Auburn University; grand treasurer R. E. GIos of Miami University.

tion, for some vague, ridiculous
reason does their best to thwart
and even to nullify, these artistic endeavors. It is most disheartening to the student body
to hear that the school paysimagine, pays—adult men to de
stroy these masterpieces com
pletely. This nonsense must
cease. Surely the administration
realizes by now, that the students enjoy these magnificent
works of art and, upon the proper occasion, add their own personal touch to them.
Why, administration, why do
you insist upon fighting the student body? We enjoy this art and
intend to keep this beloved tradition intact. After all, we do not
particularly worry about how visitors view this art — what do they
know? Visitors do not fully appreciate this abstract form of art
and are completely ignorant of its
inherent beauty and desirability.
It makes the Clemson campus
unique!
It is the hope of this student
that this letter will help explain
the student's viewpoint. Hereafter,
perhaps the administration will
support the new Tiger slogan:
PLEASE! HELP KEEP CLEMSON FILTHY!
Sincerely,
Dave Gumula

Tiger Staff Meeting
To Be Held Monday
Senior and Junior staff of
TIGER will meet in the Visitor's Lounge in the TIGER
office at 6:30 p.m. Monday.
Phil Crotwell, editor, urges
that all staff members attend
as it is very important. A roll
will be taken.

Dear Tom,
There is something with regard
to the policy which our school
has taken this year concerning
the Christmas Holidays that we
do not understand. What is the
reason for our having to stay in
school an extra week-end and
three extra days when the greater majority of other schools in
the state get out on the 16th and
17th of December?
Some say that we are staying
in order to make up for the extra three days we had of summer vacation, but, Tom, we
made this up when we forfeited
our state fair holidays
this
year. Besides, how can anyone
study during those last
three
days when Christmas is so near
and everyone is thinking about
home. . . .etc.
Clemson students visiting the home were: Angus McGregor,
In addition to this, many of
Ken Powell, Dave Morehead, Phil Kennedy, Bob Lawrence,
our students have already made
and John Timmerman. (Tiger Special Photo)
arrangements for jobs during the
week prior to Christmas. Furth
ermore, those who would Wee jobs
(Continued From Page 1)
Student Government will take up before Christmas cannot get one
for merely three days.
Stewart is doing a splendid job donations of money from the
Clemson
students
for
the
sponin creating a healthy atmosphere
for the boys, but there is a defi- soring of the 11 boys. All stu- Livestock Judging
dents will have a chance to see
nite need for assistance."
"I am pleased that we as and meet these "little brothers" Team Enters Contest
Clemson students have this op- the night before during supper or Clemson livestock judging team
competed in the International In.
portunity to do something for at the basketball game.
"Remember, these little boys tercollegiate Livestock Judging
these deserving boys. Student
contest held in Chicago on Nov.
Government would welcome sup- are your little brothers."
26. This was the final competiport from organizations, groups
tion for the team this year. They
or ndividuals. There are uncompeted against 44 other teams
limited possibilities for being of
(Continued From Page 1)
from the United States and Canservice to these boys," Angus
stated.
chemical engineer of Greenville; ada.
In commenting upon the visit and Lowndes P. Shingler, senior, Previously the team placed fifth
and
to the home, John Timmerman, induustrial management major in the Mid-South contest
third in the Southeastern contest
president of the junior class, said, from Sumter.
Also, John N. Sims, senior, in which several individual
"I was impressed by the favorable outlook the boys have on arts and sciences student of awards were won. The team is
life. Although fate has rendered Greenville; Ronald L. Slice, sen- sponsored by the animal husbanthem homeless, they are a spirit- ior, electrical engineer from Co- dry department and the Block
ed and enthusiastic group of young lumbia; John H. Timmerman, and Bridle Club.
Dale L. Handlin, assistant proboys. It is my desire that Clem- junior, pre-med major of Hartsson students will realize
the ville; Herbert A. Wood, Jr., fessor of animal husbandry and
the
needs of this group and will do senior, pre-med student from high individual scorer in
their part in providing assistance Cayce; and James E. Young- 1950 International contest as a
for a happy childhood for them." blood, Jr., senior, arts and sci- member of the winning team
from Kansas State University,
Wednesday, in the dining hall ences major of Columbia.
at the dinner and supper hours, The School of Arts and Sciences was honored at banquet at
has 16 students with their major the Stock Yard Inn, Chicago, on
courses in this school. Next was Nov. 27.
the School of Engineering with 10
students; the School of Textiles
and Agriculture had three each:
and the School of Architecture
One Each To The
J. Roy Cooper, general secre- had two.
Holders Of These
tary of the Clemson YMCA, was Grade point ratios, only a part PARKING PERMIT NUMBERS
one of the 30 YMCA secretaries of consideration for selection in
S-24
B-34
from the United Sates and Can- Who's Who, ranged for these ClemD-587
D-337
ada to attend the Associations son leaders from 2.2 to 3.9. Four
staff seminar on the Unit- of the seniors selected have ' a
Watch For Weekly Ad
ed Nations and World Affairs cumulative GPR of 3.9.
For Your Number
Education in New York City.
Three students chosen to Who's
HOLLY HILL INN
Thomas R. Bennett of Who this year were also in the
Serving Wonderful Food
Nsw York, staff seminar chair- select group last year — Jay
Table or Curb Service
man, in announcing Mr. Coop- Adams, John Preston and Jim
GOOD UNTIL DEC. 9
Youngblood.
er's selection as a delegate, said
that the annual seminar is one
of the most important training
events in the development of public affairs programming skills in
all North America.
The program is designed to
help YMCA secretaries interpret
the role of the Association in
Work Affairs.

CLEMSON STUDENT

WHO'S WHO

Cooper Attends
YMCA Seminar

Ji there is some reason for
the short holiday period, pleas* ^
enlighten us, and we will try to
understand.
A high official of our school
once said, "Clemson is not going
to produce any jack-leg engineers". But, Tom, we hardly
think that three extra holidays
will make anyone jack-legged!
Please see what you can do for
us. Thanks.
Robert Hill, '61
Jerry Risher, '61
Angus McGregor, '61
Tom Edwards, '61
Wes Murph, '61
Andy Dowling, '63

102 CADETS
(Continued From Page 1)
Blakeney, J. C. Blackman, M. L.
Bobb, O. W. Brown, J. P. Dobbins, D. D. Dombrowsky,
And J. E. Fallaw, G. D. Fetters, W. E. Findley, Jr., W. R.
Martin, M. C. Hughes, E. L. Holcombe, D. A. Hucks, N. L. Hutchison, J. A. Hyatt, D. W. Lackey.
Also J. E. Lee, M. F. Lightsey, E. L. Littlejohn, Jr., O. P.
Lutz, J. L. McCarter, P. J.
McGreevy, D. R. Mangnm, T.
M. Martin, T. Y. Nolan, J. D.
Novak, F. M. Ogburn Jr., T. K.
Page, H. P. Porth, J. B. Ramsey, Jr., J. D. Samples, C. L.
Stanfill, A. M. Stanton, Jr., J.
R. Stokes, A. L. Swofford.
Also J. S. Tedder, W. W. Tyler,
H. D. Ulmer, Jr., C. A. White,
B. K. Wood, C. T. Wood, S. B.
Woods, and E. E. Yarborough.

For Your
Christmas
Shopping
Headquarters

Free Steaks

CLEMSON - SENECA

:OCONEE:
:THEATRE:
SENECA, S. C.
FRI. & SAT., DEC. 2 & 3

ELVIS
Is Back
See...

Solid opportunities with solid state devices

"G. I. BLUES"
ELVIS PRESLEY
and
JULIET PROWSE
In Color
MON.-FRI., DEC. 5-9

"THE TINGLER"
with
VINCENT PRICE
and
JUDITH EVELYN

Its what's up front that counts
Up front is 1 FILTER-BLEND 1 and only Winston has it I
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C

A big part of Western Electrics job is to manufacture the miniature "new arts" products that
are changing the science of communications.
It's a job which offers you a challenging career
—a chance to plan new methods of mass producing ever-improving kinds of transistors, ferrite devices, diodes, special purpose electron
tubes, etc.
You'll be with a company that is expanding
rapidly in this field. At present our Allentown
and Laureldale, Pa., plants are devoted exclusively to making electron devices, and a big
new plant is under construction in Kansas
City. The needs of the Bell Telephone System
for these products are increasing daily and
will multiply enormously with the introduction of Electronic Central Office switching
now nearing trial operation.
These devices are changing the scene at all j
our manufacturing plants as they go into the
startling new communications products developed by our associates at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. From microwave transmission

equipment to submarine cable amplifiers, our]
products call for creative production engineering, installation planning, and merchandising,
methods. Our job for the Bell System and the'
U.S. government has grown to the point where
we are now one of the nation's "Top 11" in;
industrial sales. And your chance to play an
important part in our future growth is solid!
Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical
science, liberal arts, and business majors. For more
information, get your copy of Consider a Career af
Western Electric from your Placement Officer. Or write
College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Be sure to
arrange for a Western Electric interview when the
Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.

-W^tmB^i
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPIY

UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.(
Winston-Salem, N. C.j Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla;
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers In 32 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters; 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y«

